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Earthing and Bonding 
 
 

Earthing and bonding is a less 'glamorous' aspect of the work an electrician carries out in your home, but it is what we 
call a “minimum safety requirement”, these means if we are to carry out any electrical work in your home, it MUST be 
in place. And if it isn’t, it must be included in the new install.  
 
It is a highly essential safety element in your home and as the title suggests, earthing and bonding work is carried out 
to ensure the electrical installation in your home is correctly earthed and bonded ensuring metal surfaces such as the 
metal cases of cookers, washing machines, fridge freezers etc do not become live if a fault develops with the electrical 
installation or the appliance.  Instead, the electrical current will flow down the earth connection thereby minimising the 
risk of electric shock. 
 
A qualified Part P electrician will always ensure earthing and bonding work is carried out on your electrical installation, 
however this very important work is nearly always overlooked by an unqualified person. 
 

What is Bonding? 

Bonding should not be confused with earthing.  Earth and bonding are 2 separate connections.  Bonding is a 
connection of metallic parts with a protective bonding conductor.  As an example, a protective bonding conductor is 
simply a connection between a cooker and a water pipe and tap.  Without the bonding conductor, a faulty oven could 
become live, you could touch the oven and then touch the tap.  You would then become the earth which means you 
would receive a potentially fatal electric shock.  

 

Why do we bond to gas,oil and water? 
OK so now the importance of earthing and bonding is known, why does an electrician also bond to gas, oil and water? 
Without bonding to the gas, oil and water installation pipes, these are any pipeworks that are on the consumer side of 
meters, the risk of this pipework, that would be the pipework in your home becoming live is greatly increased. It also a 
very important electrical regulation and your electrical installation cannot be certified without it. 

 

How to recognise if your home has correct earth bonding 
 
To find out if your electrician has carried out earth and bonding correctly, take a look at your main gas meter.  You 
should see a green and yellow 10mm Cable attached to it via a clamp that say’s “Safety connection – Do not remove”  
In addition, also take a look at your main water stopcock, you should see a similar connection.  Earthing and bonding 
work are both visually similar in terms of the green and yellow colour identification.  Do remember though that in order 
for an electrical installation to be deemed safe, satisfactory earthing AND bonding must be carried out within 600mm 
of the meter, stopcock, or entry to the dwelling. 

  

 

Alto Electrical are Competent and Registered with the NICEIC, insured to 
£5Million, are reputable and approachable and offer great value for money. If 

you would like to discuss any queries you have regarding your rental 
property, would like to enquire about an EICR or would like to book us in for a 

FREE QUOTATION, then call Kay in the office on 01778 772595. 


